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Abstract 

The last five years has seen a large increase in the sales of ecological wines in the Swedish retail 

stores. This trend has not yet reached the restaurants, where the consumers do not choose an ecological 

alternative in the same amount as in the stores. The Chilean ecological wines were 2010, in top five 

bestsellers among the organic wines. With their good quality and low price they should be able to 

reach a larger market share in the restaurants as well. The purpose of this paper is to examine what 

contributes to the difference of ecological wine sold in Swedish retail stores and in the restaurants, 

another aim is to find what influences Systembolaget and the restaurants when purchasing wine. 
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Summary 
 

This essay is a case study on the sales of Chilean ecological wines on the Swedish market. Statistical 

data from Systembolaget (The Swedish monopoly for distributing alcohol) shows how the ecological 

wines increased in sales with 17 percent between 2009 and 2010. My sources tell me that there is no 

such trend in the restaurants. The main focus of this qualitative essay is to find the contributing factors 

to this difference in Chilean ecological wines sold at the retail stores and in the restaurants in Sweden. 

I also intend to examine the influencing factors when purchasing wine, for both Systembolaget and the 

restaurants.   

 

The results from my study imply that there are several contributing factors to the difference in sales 

success of Chilean ecological wine sold at Systembolaget and the restaurants. Most important factors 

proved to be how Systembolaget being a monopoly can act as a big chain with possibilities of taking 

losses in sales in one location for the profit in others while the restaurant business is a diversified 

business with many small actors where it can take several years for changes to show.  

 

Contributing factors to what influences the purchases have proved to be Systembolagets strategy 

document, called the launching plan, which aims to increase the quotas for ecological wines sold in 

Systembolaget. For the restaurant’s the lack of knowledge about ecological wines is an obstacle that 

prevents the ecological wines from increased market shares. Also, for the restaurant’s the ecological 

wines might be considered too expensive for their quality range.   

 

Other influencing factors for purchase of wine proved to be laws, politics, quality and price and 

consumers choice. For the restaurants their close connection with importers as well as profile of their 

business and clientele also proved to be of importance.  

 

A theory on competitive Strategy by Michael Porter is the basis of this paper. An analytical framework 

of five forces to understand the competence in an industry is used to identify the competitors in the 

ecological wine market in Sweden. The results show how a new strategy for the Chilean ecological 

wines is needed with focus on both the health aspects and environmental gains. As well as niching the 

wines stronger with their own taste of the grape Carmenère.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1  Background 

 
The Worlds wine business can be seen as a case study of globalization, with trade having doubled 

since the late 1980s.  Foreign investment has increased and the pattern on how wine is consumed has 

changed. (Andersson et al, 2004:4) One of the latest booms is ecological produced wine, a boom as 

important for our environment as for the good quality of the grapes and the wines that comes out of 

them. For the wine industry it is of great importance that the global warming does not continue, 

leaving traditional areas unsuitable for growing wine. Among many of the ecological choices that 

could be found in Systembolaget in 2010, Chilean wines were among the top five bestselling. Chile is 

also a country with a large increase in ecological wine yards. 

 

 In Swedish retail stores, sales of ecological wine have increased by 17 percent in the last year alone. 

(Systembolaget, 2010) Information gathered from my informants does not show the same increase in 

sales of ecological wine at the restaurants. (Svensson, Wittmark, Naglo, Billing 2010)  

 

The fact that ecological wines are gaining market shares in Chile and in importance for their 

agricultural industry (Systembolaget, 2010, Morel-Astorga, 2002) are only some of the reasons to why 

I find it important to study this area. The wine industry affects a country in direct economic terms, but  

also acts as a marketing tool for the country itself, with wine tourism drawing attention with travels to 

the country and leads to a cultural exchange.  

 

Systembolaget with 86 percent of the wine market (Folkhälsoinstitutet, 2010) and its blooming 

ecologic trend together with the lack of interest for ecological wine at the restaurants in Sweden is 

what will be discussed in the following paper.  

 

1.2  Objectives and questions 
The aim of this paper is to find out what reasons contribute to the difference between ecological wine 

sold in Systembolaget and ecological wine sold at the restaurants. Using Chilean ecological wines on 

the Swedish market as a case study I intend to answer the following questions: 
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What influences the restaurants and Systembolaget in Sweden in their purchase of wines? 

What can explain the difference between the sale of Chilean ecological wine in the Swedish 

restaurants and in Systembolaget?  

 

1.3  Methodology 
This study is conducted through five interviews with different instances on the Swedish wine industry, 

wich will give a qualitative and thoroughly picture on the decision making process when purchasing 

wine for Systembolaget and the restaurants.  

The sources for this investigation has been both secondary and primary. The primary data comes from 

the informants, and statistics from Systembolaget. The secondary data comes from research made both 

by the Chilean Trade Council in Sweden and academic works, such as studies on the ecologic 

consumer and on the Swedish alcohol policy by Jenny Cisneros Örnberg among others. 

 

The interviews 

The aim was to interview people in key positions who can affect the purchase of wine for the 

restaurants or Systembolaget, or creating education-plans for sommeliers.  

 

Interviews were conducted with Bicke Naglo at Restaurant Naglo in Stockholm and Magnus Eklöf, 

Group Manager responsible for the Chilean wines in Systembolaget. I have also interviewed Magnus 

Svensson, principal of the sommelier school, Restaurangakademien, to get his views on the ecological 

market and the different situations between stores and restaurants. I also interviewed Mischa Billing, 

associate professor in beverage knowledge at the University of Örebro, and former chairman for the 

Swedish sommelier association. The fifth interview was made with Björn Wittmark, product manager 

at Giertz Vinimport, a wine importer who carries ecological wines, also 2010 years winner of “Årets 

vinimportör 2010” awarded by “Allt om vin”
1
. My choice of restaurant fell on Naglos in Stockholm 

since they do not sell ecological wines. Also their location in central Stockholm makes them a well 

visited restaurant among wine connoiseurs and people with high maintenance demands in average, 

according to their profile. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) 

 

                                                      
1 The price of wine importer of the year awarded by the magazine Allt om Vin (All on wine) My 

translations.  
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The semi-structured interviews were made through telephone with focus on finding out what 

influenced the informants when selecting wine. Also I have tried to find out their opinion on the 

ecological wine industry and the Chilean ecological wines. There was no selection made in gender nor 

age, as the position of the person has been the most important factor when selecting informants.  

 

Analyzing the interviews 

It is important to bare in mind when conducting interviews that you as a reseracher always will 

influence the informants and their answers. Also when transcribing there is always a risk for an 

interpretation that was not the principal meaning of the informant. All interviews but one have been 

recorded and then transcribed. I have listened to and read the interviews several times. All interviews 

were conducted in Swedish and then translated into english by me. Quotations have been modified as I 

have left out  pauses or other vocations, as the way we speak does not always mediate what we want to 

say. I have been cautious to mediate what the person intended. The informants where then offered to 

read their quotations and facts used in this paper and comment on my interpretation. The term 

“Restaurants” is used in a generalistic way throughout the paper. I am aware of this and the intention 

is not to generalize over the whole restaurant business in Sweden. This is simply the way the term 

have been used in the conversation with and by the informants. The paper is qualitative and no 

generalistic answers are given in the conclusion. To analyze the interviews I have used a method from 

Karin Widerbergs book Kvalitativ forskning I praktiken (2002) about qualitative research with 

interviews as one method. Widerberg treats the fact that you need to be aware of who you are when 

you conduct interviews with informants, how to act as a interviewer and how to analyze the data. 

According to Widerberg, to be a good interviewer you need to be able to forget about yourself, and 

you have to be able to listen well to pose the right questions. Widerberg proposes how to conduct a 

project with interviews, and analyze how you can work to make the interviews as effective as possible. 

To analyze your role and position as a interviewer Widerberg gives a number of helping questions to 

be used as a check list. (Widerberg, 2002: 96-123) 

 

Method 

I use a case study methodology by looking specifically at the Chilean ecological wines on the Swedish 

market. The case study is used as a method in different academic disciplines such as social sciences, 

political science, economics and history among others and used on conducting both quantitative and 

qualitative researches. (Yin, 1994) One of the reasons to why this essay is qualitative is because of the 

lack of any statistical data on the ecological wines sold in restaurants. Another reason to why a 

qualitative research is useful in this case is that my goal is to find influences and reasons to the 

difference in sales of  ecological wines on the Swedish market, as I find that more interesting than 
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only showing a pattern. In a qualitative study you can understand a problem on a deeper level, as in 

this case the complexity do not allow generalisations and it would therefore be problematic to try to 

generalize or not count all important influencing factors. 

 

Some of the critique against the method is according to Yin (1994) due to both lack of a variety of 

case studies and the investigator not using the data correctly, giving the method a bad reputation. 

Another critique on the method is that they do not provide enough data for scientific generalisation, 

wich I argue is one of the reasons to why a case study is proper for qualitative studies. The case study 

helps investigating empiric data through following a certain method and procedure.  

 

When starting to collect the data the method suggests a specific design. The following five criteria are 

of importance for this stage: a question, propositions of the questions, units of analysis of the 

questions, logic linking the data to the propositions and criteria for interpreting the data. In this case, I 

have formed my questions according to the empiric evidence existing on the matter. To prepare the 

data collection you need to conduct a case study protocol and also as Yin (1994) recommends, it is 

desirable to make a pilot case study as a practice before beginning. A pilot case has not been done in 

this case, as a candidate paper is too small of a study for such a profound study beforehand. Important 

in case studies is asking the right questions, that generate more questions, and of course listening, as 

an investigator you need to be flexible and adapt to the changes occurring during the interview. The 

questions have been open, and I have focused on following up what the informants have answered, 

according to Widerbergs book. In order to make the data collected reliable and to lead to the analysis it 

is of importance in the case study method according to Yin (1994) to follow procedures of quality 

control. The quality control in this study has been made by controlling the data collected with other 

informants, to get their view on the information gathered. Last when analyzing the data it is also 

helpful with a strategy. You can do this by either relying on theoretical propositions or developing a 

case description. Finally you should conduct a case study report, (Yin, 1994) and in this case, the 

paper it self will serve as report.  

 

1.3.1 Theory 

To analyze the qualitative data I have used the theory of Competitive Strategy by Michael E Porter 

(2004). The theory provides analythical techniques and a framework to help a firm analyze industries 

and competitors. The strategy can be used by firms to forecast business success or failure and to 

understand their own position on the market. The analythical framework for analyzing an industry´s 

structure and competitors is divided into five competitive forces that are interacting.  
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The five competitive forces beeing: Rivalry of existing Competitors, Threat of new entrants, Threat of 

Substitute products, Bargaining power of Suppliers and Bargaining power of Buyers. Organizations 

and businessess can by analyzing an industry with theese tools meet the competition in a profit 

maximizing way.  

 

The theory also gives an understanding on how to react on fragmented industries and in an emerging 

industry. Businessess are sometimes confronted by different decisions of strategic matter. The 

decisions can be such as entry into new businessess among other things. A third part of the theory can 

be used as a tool for making these decisions and also gives an insight in how competitors, customers 

and suppliers would have made their decisions. (Porter, 2004) 

 

The five forces constitutes a framework on which the theory is based and it is this framework that I 

will focus the paper on. I intend to analyze and if possible identify the different actors and in what 

state of competition the Chilean ecological wine industry is positioned on the Swedish market and if 

actions are needed to reach ultimate profit potential within the wine industry. Below follows a 

description of the five forces. 

 

Rivalry of existing Competitors means price reduction among competitors, new products emerging and 

marketing campaigns. Rivalry is most intense if there are many rivals equal in size and power, 

industry growth is slow and the exit barriers high due to specialized assets. Exit barriers means 

companies stay in an industry without proper assets instead of failing or changing industry.  

 

Threat of new entrants is distinct from industry to industry but brings new capacity to an industry 

which might lead to price reductions due to competition. It puts a cap on the profit potential for an 

industry. The threat of new entrants is highest if the entry barriers are low (if it is easy for new 

companies to enter the market).  

 

Threat of Substitute products means that the same or similar product could be purchased from 

competitors. This threat is high if the cost for the substitute is lower, if they are offered price-

performance trade-off  as in one example the telephone is sometimes substituted by Skype on the 

internet. 
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Bargaining power of Suppliers could be a threat if they charge a higher price to keep the profit by 

limiting quality, service or cost. The suppliers are powerful if their group is more concentrated than 

the industry it represents or sells to. The suppliers also gains power if they do not depend on a single 

industry but instead serves many industries. If the industry get higher costs by switching supplier, or if 

the supplier offers differentiated products the suppliers also gains in power.  

 

Bargaining power of Buyers means that they are powerful if there are few buyers buying large 

volumes. This leads to pressure among rivals and the buyers have negotiating leverage if the buyer 

easily can switch vendor or buy an equal product. Standardized produtcs in the industry further 

increases the leverage for the buyer. (Porter, 1996) 

 

Focus of the analysis in this paper will be on Bargaining power of buyers, Suppliers Threat of 

Substitute Products and Rivalry among existing Competitors. Less attention will be given on market 

barriers as this essay is focusing on the cause of differentiation in the purchase of wine. 

 

1.4  Key concepts  
To understand this essay there are different concepts that need to be discussed. The following concepts 

will be treated: Ecological wine, Sustainable wine growth and Biodynamical wine. Also explained are 

Retail stores and Systembolaget in Sweden.  

 

Ecological (or organic) wine growing is growing the grape without pesticides and fertilizers. The aims 

are a healthier product with less impact on the environment. (Bibendum, 2010) However clearing the 

wine can be less environmental friendly, as well as the packaging and transportation. The certification 

of wine as biodynamical, organic or ecological only refers to the way the grapes were grown. 

(Systembolaget, 2010)   

 

Sustainable wine growth - As well as being ecologically sustainable the companies also take a 

responsibility for the labors health and working conditions. One definition of Sustainable wine 

growing is made by California Sustainable Wine Association as 

“… Focus is not only the ecological matter, but also economical and taking care of the personnel. 

Three E: s is describing their goals: Environmentally sound, Economically Feasible and Social 

Equitable.” 

(California sustainable Wine Association, 2010)  
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Biodynamical wine growing takes the ecological winegrowing one step further. Still ecologic growing, 

but is based on the Austrian philosopher Rudolf Steiner’s thoughts. The wines are grown according to 

three pillars of his knowledge. The first of the three pillars is seeing earth as a living organism, the 

second saying that there exists cycles of energy depending on the planets crossing orbs and the third 

pillar aims to improve the balance between the flora and fauna with homeopathic means. 

(Bibendum.se, 2010) 

 

Retail Stores in this essay refers to stores owned by Systembolaget with monopoly right to sell liquors 

and alcoholic beverages such as wine and strong beer in Sweden. 

 

Systembolaget is the Swedish state owned company with monopoly right to sell alcoholic beverage in 

retail stores in Sweden. Their mission is to limit the damages related to alcohol and their vision is to 

create a society where alcoholic beverages are enjoyed with care for health. They are not allowed to 

profit maximize their sales.  (Systembolaget.se, 2010)  

 

Selling wine in Sweden as Ecological includes all types of certified ecological wines. The wine 

producers interests differs depending on what certificate the producer has: sustainable, ecological or 

maybe other such as biodynamical or KRAV
2
. In this essay the term ecological wine refers to all 

varieties with one thing in common: the wines are grown without pesticides and are sold in Sweden as 

ecological wines or KRAV. Some of the literature and informants use the terms with their different 

meanings as explained earlier in this section. 

 

1.5  Limitations 
Main focus for this essay is to cover contributing factors influencing the restaurants and Systembolaget 

when purchasing wine. Focus is also laid on the difference in ecological wines sold at the restaurants 

and retail stores.  

 

I have limited the paper to include the restaurants, wine importers and Systembolaget. The informants 

are in a decision making position in their different engagements. Analysis will include factors 

                                                      
2 KRAV is a Swedish certificate for ecological grown commodities where the crops are grown without 

pesticides and fertilizers. (KRAV.SE) 
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influencing the purchase of wine and differences in sales success for Chilean ecological wines. No 

deeper analysis will be made of company structures’ or consumers´ behavior. A deeper analysis of 

marketing and socioeconomic range for the consumer or demography has also been left out. 

 

The reason behind these limitations is that the scope of this paper does not make a field study possible 

or analyzing all levels of the wine industry. 

 

1.6  Disposition 
Each chapter is concluded with a summary. After the introduction with background and methodology, 

chapter 2 follows with an introduction to the Chilean wines and their competitive advantages on the 

Swedish market. Chapter 3 presents the key market actors: Systembolaget and the restaurants. Also 

presented here is the empiric data collected from the interviews. The last section of the chapter 

contains information on ecological consumption and consumer attitudes. Chapter 4 contains the data 

analysis and chapter 5 contains the conclusions, followed by the bibliography in chapter 6. 

 

2 Chilean wines 

European protectionist policies have affected the Chilean wine market. European Union (EU) protects 

their inner market by forcing obstacles and restrictions on companies outside the EU. (Rytkönen 

2006:61) The European wine market got their first subsidies from EU already in 1962.
3
 Some of these 

rules functions as a hindrance for countries outside Europe as they give competitive advantages to the 

EU member countries. (Rytkönen &  Jonsson, 2008:61, 114) Sweden became member in 1995. 

(Cisneros Örnberg, 2008) 

 

Since the 1990s the wine industry is one of the most important agricultural export industries in Chile.  

Chile now being the world’s fifth largest wine producer, export almost 70 percent of their wine 

production. (ProChile, 2007) In Swedish retail stores, Chile is among the top five wine countries, not 

counting the EU countries. (Systembolaget, 2010) The first plants of vine were imported to Chile from 

                                                      
3 European Economic Community later turned into European Union, my comment. 
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France (Pozo, 1999) and the Chilean wines are often compared to the French in taste and quality. 

(Morel-Astorga, 2002:15-16)  

2.1  Changing to ecological grapes 
The increase in temperature due to global warming is affecting the wine industry. The warmer climate 

is altering the quality of the grapes that produces the wines, and the quality of the grapes will be 

difficult to maintain in the future. With faster maturing times the grapes get sweeter. This leads to a 

higher alcohol percent in the wines. Another consequence to the faster maturing process is that the 

complexity disappears and many of the flavor’s. (Systembolaget.se). 

 

This together with an emerging market for ecological wines in mostly the Nordic countries and 

Canada has led to increasing amount of ecological grown grapes for making biodynamical wine in 

Chile. (Viñedos Emiliana, 2010)  

 

Product manager Björn Wittmark at Giertz Vinimport states that some wine producers in Chile have 

changed to organically grown grapes. One reason is that prices for wines made from organically 

grown grapes have been higher. But as more producers and other countries are getting into the market 

with ecological options the prices have started to fall. This leads to a price range where it is possible to 

sell higher volumes. The Chilean ecological wines maintain a good quality. (Interview with Wittmark 

2010-12-14). 

 

According to Associate professor Mischa Billing at the University of Örebro by Grythyttan school of 

restaurants Ecological production means two obstacles for the grower. One difficulty is that organic 

growing normally has a smaller yield than conventional methods. Another problem lies in the expense 

of getting certified. For a producer getting certified the cost is around €1 per bottle. (Interview with 

Billing 2010-12-16) 

 

Principal Magnus Svensson at Restaurangakademien believes the Chiles climate makes it ideal for 

good ecological wines. (Interview with Svensson 2010-12-01). Wittmarks experience is that countries 

successful in growing organic grapes are Argentina, Italy and Spain where the weather conditions are 

such that it’s easier to grow the grapes without pesticides. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14). 
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One reason to why Chile is not one of the three top selling countries for organic wines at 

Systembolaget has to do with that “none of the big guys are producing organic wines, which would 

give higher volumes”, Wittmark states. “A larger market is needed before producers will invest in the 

ecological niche. If you could get the bigger food supply chains in England, Holland and Germany to 

sell and market ecological wines, there would be a tremendous boom”
4
. This would also benefit 

smaller producers as the demand for organic wines would increase and consumers would start looking 

for special and different kinds of wines as well. To get to this point the base of products needs to be 

increased. According to Wittmark organic wine producers are using more modern production methods 

making the wines reach their true potential. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

To make a good ecological wine Wittmark says it takes more effort from the producer and winemaker. 

Bigger companies have started to produce ecological wine, increasing investments and converting 

higher amounts of areas for ecological growing. This leads to professional wine makers that are taking 

care of the ecological grapes. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

2.2  Summary 
Chile´s grapes and wines are originally from France and still the wine is compared to the French in 

taste. The ecological selection of wine gives a higher price but as more actors enter the industry the 

prices will eventually decrease as volume increases. Bigger companies are finding their way to the 

ecological sector processing the wines in a modern way reaching a higher potential. EU can make it 

difficult for Chilean wine producers to compete on the same market as producers from within EU due 

to subsidies. Some might argue that Chile is ideal for ecological wine growing.  

 

2.3  Chilean ecological wines 
The Chilean export promotional office in the Chilean embassy, (ProChile) made a research in 2007 on 

the Swedish wine market and the Chilean wines. This shows that the Chilean wines are well known by 

the Swedish consumer as the Swedish consumer tends to search for wines of higher quality. In their 

report ProChile states that the Chilean wine with its relatively low price and high quality should 

therefore appeal to the Swedish market. In the research they state among other things that it should be 

possible to increase the market share for Chilean wines on the Swedish market. ProChile gives a few 

                                                      
4 Aiming at the bigger food chains such as Lidl and other in Europe selling wine among with food and 

groceries. (My comment.) 
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recommendations on how to develop the Chilean wine market in Sweden by using promotions such as 

wine tasting and dinners in Stockholm as many times this market is centralized to the capital region. 

Expositions from the bigger wine houses with cultural events was another recommendation. They also 

state that developing a close linkage to journalists with wine travels is of positive value. The smaller 

wine companies needs to find a way to cooperate with importers to be able to sell their wines in the 

retails stores. (ProChile, 2007) After 2004 the Chilean wines decreased in sales in Sweden, due to 

higher competition from non EU-member states. (ProChile, 2007) 

 

The competitiveness of Chilean wine was measured in a quantitative study at the University of Talca, 

Chile by Cerda et al. (2008) To provide a model they set Chile against the four biggest wine producers 

in the world, France, Italy, Spain and USA. Results showed that the competitiveness of Chilean wines 

increased between 1985 and 2003. After that, Australia entered the stage with a better price-quality 

ratio. (Cerda et al, 2008) The Chilean wines have earlier according to Cerda in 2008 focused on best 

value and value for money measuring quality with price. A strategy often used for gaining 

competitiveness on the world market. Due to this strategy Chilean wines are known in the world as a 

fairly cheap product. The authors stress the importance of renewing this strategy to not get to a point 

of a price war with too hard of a competence from stronger competitors leading to the image of 

Chilean wine as a cheap product of scarce quality. Also, exportation to other markets who are already 

producers might give rise protectionism.  (Cerda et al, 2008)  

 

Different opinions 

Chilean wines found their taste in the 1990´s when exploring their own grape Carmenère. This gave 

the Chilean wines a niche. (Andersson et al, 2004:211-213) Chilean wines are often considered of 

good quality and one of the reasons for this according to Morel-Astorga has to do with the structure in 

the Chilean wine industry with only 4 big actors and 15-20 middle sized producers. With the economic 

overhand large companies can afford to update their technology gaining quality. She also argues 

quality is a complex matter. (Morel-Astorga, 2002:15-16, 54-55) José Miguel Benavente (2006) states 

that Chilean wines have serious problems on marketing their wines internationally. In large parts of 

the world they are known by selling top quality wine at low prices. His opinion is that this gives a bad 

image of Chilean wines and the country should improve its image by securing markets shares through 

niching and aiming at specific regions. One way could be to increase the range of variety. (Benavente, 

2006) 
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2.4  Summary 
The Chilean wines have their own taste through the original grape Carmenère and are considered of 

good quality in a low price range. Chilean wines appeal to the Swedish consumer due to their high 

quality and low price range. Until 2003 the market shares increased but as other wine countries entered 

the market such as Australia the Chilean market shares fell. The low price might also be a drawback, 

since it might tarnish Chile’s reputation for producing great wines, since low price is often associated 

with low quality. Chile could gain in niching and focus on regions. The market for ecological wines is 

analyzed to increase.   

 

3 The Swedish wine market 

In regards to alcoholic beverages Sweden has a monopoly system that differs from most European 

Countries. The state is entitled to the alcohol market as the only actor with the right to sell beverages 

over a certain alcohol percent in stores. This retail monopoly stems from the time in Sweden when 

industrialization began, and the alcoholic beverage drunk by Swedish people was spirits. (Johansson, 

2008:17-18) Wholesale is since 1995 permitted by anyone who conducts a warehouse and it is 

Skatteverket (the Swedish tax agency) that gives these permissions. Before 1995 it was only the state 

owned Vin & Sprit AB that had the right to import and distribute alcoholic beverages. The only stores 

entitled to conduct retail trade at their over 400 retail stores and over 500 agents are those of 

Systembolaget. The import and export of alcoholic beverages is conducted by the companies with a 

wholesale permit. Private import is also permitted within the European Union. (Folkhälsoinstitutet, 

2010:22) Systembolaget as a monopoly are not allowed to buy their wines directly from the producers 

and they are bound by law to give all importers in Sweden the same opportunity to sell wine to the 

retail stores. In their visions they focus on a society where alcoholic beverages are enjoyd with such 

care that no harm is done to peoples health. The assignment from the Swedish government contains 

the main thought that the retail stores are conducted without private profit. (Systembolaget.se, 2010) 

 

Entering EU had great importance for the variety of products in Systembolaget. The assortment of 

products became much broader and new products made its way in to the Swedish market. One 

example is Bag in Box wines. In 2005 almost 50 percent of all sold wine was bag in box. (Johansson, 

2008:365) This number increased and 2010 it reached 55 percent. (Systembolaget, 2010) 
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The retail stories in Sweden represents almost 86 percent of the wine market and restaurants, hotels 

and catering business the remaining 14 percent. The importer with most market shares is still the state 

owned wine importing company, Vin & Sprit, with almost 35 percent of the market. (ProChile, 2007) 

In 2009 there was 1016 wholesale permits in Sweden compared to 159 in 1995. (Folkhälsoinstitutet, 

2010) During 2008 the ten biggest suppliers of wine stood for 59,3 percent of the marketshares. 

(Systembolaget, 2010) 

 

3.1  Launching plan 
The launching plan is a strategic document for Systembolaget that acts as a plan for what products to 

purchase. The document is revised once a year and handed to all suppliers. The launching plan for 

2010 is a 47 pages long document and describes the customer profiles and Systembolaget´s visions, 

goals and the product range strategy
5
. It also describes strategies for achieving customer satisfaction. 

To build the launching plan Systembolaget looks at market and sales trends,  using sources such as 

statistical evidence from Statistiska Centralbyrån (SCB)
6
, attend climate conferences, newsletters from 

different websites such as ekoweb.se and dagensmedia.se. They also use different reports and 

investigations. (Systembolaget, 2010)   

 

The product range strategy is developed based on internal stearing plans and parameters to meet 

customers requirements. Every month Systembolaget launches new offers on wines and beverages on 

their website, all according to the product range strategy. (Systembolaget, 2010)  

 

The sustainable goals accentuated in 2010 years launching plan reads:  

“As in previous years, the environment continues to be in focus in structuring the range. Customers 

are increasingly purchasing organic products. Systembolaget aims to have 100 organic items in the 

fixed range by 2010 (65 today), the long term goal being  to have organic productsrepresented in 

every cateory” 

This shows the effort made to market their ecological products.  

 

From 2011, the visions and values are expressed as follows: 

                                                      
5 All products are divided in segments such as “Spirits”, Red wine bag in box”, “White wine” etc. These 

segments articulate how much in each price category that will be purchased. (Systembolaget, 2010) 

6 Statistics Sweden. (SCB.SE 2011) 
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“Systembolaget shall offer a range that is structured in line with customer demand and with changes 

in the outside world. Systembolaget shall offer a range that focuses on health, the environment and 

diversity, and which is brand-neutral, quality assured, and profitable.”  (Launching plan 2011) 

 

The launching plan for 2011 states that Systembolaget will focus on smaller packages, better health 

and the environment. This means products with lower alcohol content and more organic items, not 

only ethical products such as ecological and Fair Trade products but also more environmentally 

friendly packagings such as PET bottles. The goal for 2011 is an even broader sustainable range than 

2010.  This despite the fact that the market for organic producs is predicted to decrease during 2011. 

(Systembolaget, 2010) 

 

Systembolaget employs purchasing managers responsible for different wine countries. Their role is to 

gather information for the launching plan regarding new trends and products from the producing 

countries. Magnus Eklöf is a purchase manager and accountable for Chilean wines and can in one 

travel visit over 40 fares and producers. One paragraph when forming the launching plan is called 

input from the purchasing managers. (Interview with Eklöf 2010-12-02)  

 

Magnus Eklöf confirms the focus on sustainable environment. Another goal in addition to increasing 

the assortment is to broaden it with products and premium wines to please customers in the higher 

price range categories. The assortment of ecological wines he recognizes as narrow when wanting to 

appeal to consumers interested in the higher price ranges. (Eklöf 2010-12-02) 

 

3.1.1 Price, Volume and Quality 

Björn Wittmark believes that the demand for ecological wines in Sweden started to rise when a Bag in 

Box with organic wine was introduced in late 2004 (in Sweden bag in box sales stand for 55% of the 

total wine sales). Due to the increased sales for the category, Systembolaget started to launch more 

ecological wines. Wittmark´s experience is that Systembolaget have also increased the number of 

organic wine tenders from Chile. However, compared to for instance Argentinean wine, there are less 

organic wines sold from Chile and there is no Chilean 3 liter Bag in Box in the market (only one 1,5 

liter), therefore sales of organic wines from Chile is much lower in volume then for organic wines 

from Spain, Italy and Argentina.  (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

The ecological wines from Chile are in a higher price range than the Argentinean ecological wines 

which Eklöf believes can be an obstacle for the Chilean ecological wines to increase their market 
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shares. Regarding volumes Argentinean ecological wines where the top selling ones in 2010, and 

Chile was number four. Overall there are more Chilean wine labels than the Argentinean but Chile 

have niched themselves with more premium wines than Argentina. (Eklöf 2010-12-02) 

 

The majority of the stock of wines in Systembolaget is under 100 SKR (Eklöf 2010-12-02). Demand 

on ecological wine increased due to a Bag in Box and with rising sales volumes showing in the 

statistics, Wittmarks experience is that Systembolaget started to offer more ecological wines. 

(Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14) Billing also believes that the quality and offer of ecological 

wines are increasing. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16)  

 

For the Swedish consumer price goes before quality according to Billing. Her understanding is that 

Systembolaget starts their own trends where the last one is “(…) tailor-made wines.” Billing states that 

the wines don´t have to be of specific origin but that Systembolaget wants bigger volumes from a 

specific country in a special quality segment with a certain name and price. The winemaker can mix it 

together to achieve the right taste. As she says “(…) they go out with an offer that now we want a wine 

like this and that and it should cost this much”. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16) 

 

Svensson does not believe that the ecological trend in Systembolaget has to do with quality as his 

opinion is that the ecological niche needs more time to become interesting. Systembolaget sell ”(…) 

cheap wine for the cheap market (...) take away all the wines under 100 SKR, and you won’t get many 

ecological ones left”, he states. (Interview with Svensson 2010-12-01) 

 

3.1.2 Marketing 

Between the 1970s and 2003 there was a law against marketing on alcoholic beverages. After this 

period access was given to marketing of alcoholic beverages under 15 percent of alcohol if the 

advertisement was followed by a warning text. (Cisneros Örnberg, 2008:48)  

 

Systembolaget is by law not allowed to advertize or market their products due to beeing a state owned 

company. They can mark the ecological wines in the stores as consumers information. Due to the 

restriction on marketing there are customers who are not aware of the fact that the retail stores have a 

selection of ecological wines. (Interview with Eklöf 2010-12-02)  
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Wittmark states that due to less market shares ecological wine in general is marketed less and adds 

“The wines normally sell by  themselves anyway”.  However, if an organic wine has great potential for 

big sales this wine would also be marketed as conventional wines. Giertz Vinimport advertise for their 

ecological wines and belive they have a good potential in increasing market shares as they recognize 

the consumer group drinking ecological wine is growing. In this way he hopes “(…) a consumer  will 

not be seen as odd.” when drinking ecological wine. The assortment of organic wines is increasing 

and consumers are given more options, “People tend to like to buy more as they get more options”. 

(Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

Billing recognizes the influence friends and neighbours have on what wine we drink. This together 

with the simultaneous effect marketing and journalists columns have. She believes have the biggest 

impact on what wine we chose to buy. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16) Earlier due to the 

marketing restrictions journalists gained importance for the wine consumers, and gained stronger ties 

to the wine industry. Articles on wine had a great impact on the reaction to the product. It is therefore 

frequent with travels to wine yards payed by the wine company to market their products. Vine clubs 

also plays a great role for different wines as having an influencing effect on their members. (ProChile, 

2007)  

 

3.1.3 Systembolagets importance for the importers 

Giertz Vinimport listed their second ecological wine by converting a conventional wine listed at 

Systembolaget to an organic wine of the same quality and style. This was possible as the producer 

already was producing organic wines.  Wittmark´s example show how Systembolaget can encourage 

producers and importers to change existing products from conventional wine to ecological wine within 

the same quality range. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14) 

 

On the question on what influences Giertz Vinimport when deciding on their assortment the answer is 

that it is governed by what they sell to Systembolaget. They respond to tenders for various wines from 

Systembolaget but can also try to create a demand for a product by adding it to the so called Ordering 

Assortment if they find it interesting enough. They use marketing to try to increase demand for their 

products at Systembolaget. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

Billing is also critical to Systembolaget’s late start in pushing for ecological beverages. According to 

her they have not done much until recently for buying ecological choices.  
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“The whole process of getting in
7
 (…) is enormous and here I think they could have started earlier as 

when they first gathered demands, they claimed not to see any interest. Now when they do, there is a 

tremendous increase (…) still however they ask for these enormous amounts of wine to a very low 

price, which makes it very difficult to produce an ecological wine.” (Interview with Billing 2010-12-

16) 

3.2  Summary 
Systembolaget as a state owned monopoly is bound by law to give all wholesale companies the same 

possibility to be a supplier. The assortment was broadened by the entry into EU and when the new 

bestseller product Bag in Box entered the market. Systembolaget stands for almost 86 percent of the 

wine market. A strategy called the launching plan is revised every year and used when purchasing 

wines and beverages for the retail stores. The document is based on sales number and market trends. 

In the visions Systembolaget states they are acting for environmental sustainability and aims to 

broaden the sustainable product range. 

 

For Systembolaget to invest in a product it needs to show in their statistics. Selling wine on Bag in Box 

increases volumes. Ecological wines started to increase only when the first Bag in Box was 

introduced. Argentinian ecological wines sell higher volumes than the Chilean ones due to the larger 

Bag in Box assortment. The Argentinian ecological wines have more variety than the Chilean 

ecological wines. But in total, including conventional wines, the Chilean wines have a broader variety. 

 

Chilean ecological wines are niched in a higher price category than the Argentinean and 

Systembolagets customers focus mostly on the lower price categories. Systembolaget orders special 

made wine to suit their customers. Journalists have a strong influence over the consumer’s choice. 

When larger producers start producing ecological wines the quality will increase and with volumes the 

prices will decrease.  

 

3.3  The restaurants 

3.3.1 Close linkage to the importers 

One restaurant that has a very close linkage to their wholesale importers is Naglos at central 

Stockholm. Bicke Naglo is part owner, founder and one of two persons in charge over buying the 

wines to their menu and confirms the fact that a long term and close relation to the importers is evident 

for the restaurant to get good wines that match their menu. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) 

                                                      
7 Selling wine to them, my comm.  
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On occasion they stock ecological wines and the last one was a French wine label. Not due to the fact 

that it was organic but rather because it went well with the food served at the time. Many times the 

wholesale company recommends wines for the restaurant, as they are well familiar with the food that 

is served and the high expectations of their clientele. They also keep an eye on the market to know 

new products and trends. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) 

 

On occasions an evening might have a theme where the wine needs to fit the profile. Naglo belives 

this is a common picture for the restaurant business. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) Svenssons 

experience is that the importers role is significant as restaurants tend to keep the number of suppliers 

down. Today importers do not hold a selection of ecological wines in a wide quality range, which 

means that to put together an interesting wine list over a broad range of tastes, prices and countries 

using ecological wines the restaurants would have to make great efforts. (Interview with Svensson 

2010-12-01) 

 

3.3.2 Price and clientel 

For Naglos restaurant it is also important whether a product is well recognized among their clientel 

and if people have heard about it before. His clientel is high to middle income clientele that validates 

the atmosphere and whole food experience. Price is a high determinator whether the restaurant will 

buy the beverage or not. For the ecological wines Naglo states the price is usually slightly over their 

quality range. In the end the restaurant owner count the profit, he states. He believes growing 

ecological grapes is more costly and there is not the same profit to be made on ecological wine. The 

producer needs to take a higher price. The Chilean wines are of good quality as Naglo recognizes they 

are in a good price range. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21)  

 

Billing confirms the most important factors when purchasing wine to the restaurants is what food is 

served together with price range of its customers. She states in line with Naglo that you base your 

wine purchases for what clientel you would like to attract to the restaurant. Wines are not bought in 

through specific country or part in the world but rather by region to get a specific taste to a specific 

menu. Since the restaurant business is so diverse she does not belive in a simple answer to what affects 

the restaurants when buying their wines. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16) 
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One great influence Billing argues is the wolesale companies which are important for restaurants when 

picking their wines. Often importers work in close contact to the restaurants to offer their selection of 

wines. She believes active importers can often change or widen the range of wines in a restaurants 

wine list. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16) 

 

Naglos restaurant use a common way to market their wines and influence certain bottles to be sold at 

the restaurant. To promote  a wine they recommend it together with the food on their menu. Around 

75% of their guests orders the recommended drinks and wines with their foods. They have a higher 

amount of guests knowing what special wine they want compared to a regular restaurant with less 

guests deciding themselves. On the question on why the customers do not ask for ecological wines on 

his restaurants he can not recall one single time a customer has asked specifically for a ecological 

wine. He believes the reason for this is to be found in how the customers trust in restaurants for having 

the best wines for their dishes. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) 

 

3.3.3 Lack of knowledge 

 A few reasons to why the ecological wines do not sell in such a high amount on the restaurants Naglo 

argues  

 “First of all the business needs to understand the new trend. Then they need to be able to carry it on 

to their clientel. Another factor contributing to peoples awareness on wines are the teleseries that 

came about around twenty years ago
8
”.  

 

He states that together with this, and wine-shows such as Carl-Jan Granqvist wine tasting show in the 

nineties people slowly started to pick up knowledge and interest in wines. This is why Naglo belives 

that the ecological wine drinking will continue to increase but bloom in restaurants first in about ten to 

fifteen years. Considering the time passing since theese shows were broadcasted on TV. Naglo also 

belives that shopping wines in a retail store is easier “(…) when walking around with the little chart 

choosing and picking among the bottles. Maybe the customer go for the bottle, not even knowing it is 

ecological.”  

 

The ecological wines he has tried he believes are good, only in a too high price range. Naglo belives 

that the trend of paying more for healthier and sustainable goods could transfer to the wine business as 

well. (Interview with Naglo 2010-12-21) 

                                                      
8 Falcon Crest was developing around a wine producer’s farm in California, USA and had many viewers in 

Sweden around the 1980s. (My comment) 
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Billing believes another reason for the scarce interest in ecological wines among the restaurant owners 

is the amounts of information you need to assess in to order make an informed purchasing decision. 

However a new generation of restaurant owners is becoming more interested in the matter seeing it as 

an opportunity instead of an obstacle. As for example their culinary school teaches on ecological 

products, both foods and wine. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16) 

 

When comparing organic wine sales at Systembolaget and at restaurants Wittmark believes the 

difference in sales has to do with how Systembolaget is acting as one supermarket while the 

restaurants are several thousands and it is much more up to the individual owner if changing profile or 

following a trend. In Wittmark´s opinion restaurants tend to be more conservative with a majority of 

the restaurants buying French and Italian wines. He also believes that this is about to change but due to 

the diverse restaurant business it´s a slow process. Although he can see a shift towards more 

ecological wines in restaurants and believes it has to do with more restaurants turning to ecological 

profiles. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

Bad climate conscience 

Billing recognizes different factors influencing the restaurants customers when dining out, as she 

states “The trigger for people eating out is mostly that they want to go out and spoil themselves. They 

don´t want to go out and have a bad climate-conscience (…)” She believes that most of the time a 

restaurant customer trusts the restaurant to have a good wine with their food and often choose what 

wine the restaurant recommends. Billing states a contributing factor to the low interest of ecological 

wines on the restaurants is the phenomenon of Norrlands Guld
9
 aiming at how people do not want to 

make things more difficult that they are, but rather “(…)just be themselves for a while”. (Interview 

with Billing 2010-12-16)  

 

Svensson at Restaurangakademien belives that the customer would not ask for something that the 

restaurant don´t have in their stock. (Interview with Svensson 2010-12-01)  

 

                                                      
9 Here referring to the television based advertise of the Swedish beer “Norrlands Guld” and its slogan 

“When you want to be yourself for a while”. (My comment)  
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3.4  Summary 
The restaurant business is a diverse business with many small entrepreneurs. The importers play a 

great role in choice of wine for the restaurants and it is evident that the wholesale company knows the 

restaurant and food that is served for the order to be right. Other important factors are whether a 

product is known by the consumer or not. The restaurant business can be conservative, choosing wines 

from more traditional wine countries such as France and Italy. To promote wines the restaurant can 

offer it together with a certain dish. There is a lack of knowledge among the restaurant owners about 

the ecological wine industry which, makes a change towards an increase of purchase of ecological 

products slow.  

 

3.5  Ecological consumption 

A survey made in the UK shows two different outcomes of who buys organic food, one profile says 

that people tend to buy more ecological goods when reaching 30 years of age. With a higher supply of 

organic food the behaviour would reach down in the socio-economic scale. The other profile shows 

how older people between 45-54 years buys the most organic food and vegetebles. In this study made 

by Padel and Foster in 2005 on the consumers attitudes towards ecological food they prove the main 

barriers for not buying organic food is price, lack of presentation and availability. The motives for 

buying organic food are better health through not eating residues and the environmental aspects. To be 

willing to pay the higher price of the organic product the consumers in Padel and Fosters study needed 

to be able to gain value for money to make the purchase desicion. The study states that to increase 

clientel the industry needs to clearly communicate the benefits of buying organic food. Also their 

study shows on how sometimes the consumers act out of convinience rather than to point of sale. 

(Padel & Foster 2005)  

 

A Swedish study on attitude and decision making process towads ecological wine made by Zetterberg  

Boudrie and Roslund in 2010 show how the environmental factor got a low importance. They also 

found that people do not tend to discuss as much their experiences of ecological wines. Companys 

should focus on communicating the health benefits and high quality of their products and it would be 

positive to the sales with increased knowledge among the society about organic wines, the production 

differences and the environmental impact. (Boudrie Zetterberg & Roslund, 2010)  

 

Suggestions on how to change this lack of knowledge is by invite for seminaries with Systembolaget, 

wine interested consumers and journalists. You can market wine as organic even if the environmental 
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concern is second to the health aspect. To fill the product with positive values they argue you would 

need to point out the health benefits of ecological growing.  (Boudrie Zetterberg & Roslund, 2010)  

 

3.5.1 Journalists impact on the wine market 

About a decade ago the ecological grown wines did not sell in high amounts and many journalists 

argued that ecological wine was sour and not worthy to drink. This opinion is changing today and the 

same journalists appreciate the ecological wines from Chile and giving them high scores in wine 

testing. (GöteborgsPosten, 2010)  

 

Contributing influence on the wine consumption in Sweden is given to the wine journalists. Svensson 

(2010) states how they look for trends and in the search for new things, he believes, they tend to forget 

other countries or wines outside the on-going trend. (Interview with Svensson 2010-12-01) Wittmark 

agrees about journalists heavy influence on the wine market. Before they did not mention the fact if a 

wine used to be of ecological origin, “(…) but nowadays they usually notice that the wines sometimes 

are ecologically and when you get that help it is an important factor, many tend to follow the 

journalists columns making them interested.”(Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14)  

 

Billing also concludes trying wine in both newspapers and television has an impact on how a wine is 

received among the consumers. (Interview with Billing 2010-12-16)   

 

Reasons for buying ecological wines in Sweden differs according to Eklöf, compared to other 

European countries. In Sweden we tend to buy ecological wines due to sustainable environmental 

questions while in Southern Europe the consumers tend to buy ecological good due to health aspects. 

(Interview with Eklöf 2010-12-02)  

 

The consumer of ecological wines is probably the same as the restaurant customer buying 

conventional wine in the restaurant states Wittmark. Once in a restaurant it is not important if the wine 

is ecological or not, what is important is the food-experience, he continues. But this may change and 

people will start to ask more for organic alternatives. (Interview with Wittmark 2010-12-14) 
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3.5.2 Consumption in statistics 

In the last 40 years table wines are dropping and higher quality wines are increasing. This could mean 

a change in lifestyle for people. As larger groups of people get better living standards they also 

increase the quality and variety of the wine they drink. (Rytkönen 2006:40) Contributing factors to 

changed drinking patterns are better living standards and more travels to countries with different 

drinking patterns. (Cisneros Örnberg, 2008) 

 

Folkhälsoinstitutet (Swedish institute for public health) by statistical data shows how total trade of 

wine in the restaurants went from 8 376 thousand litres in 1995 to 17 713 thousand liters in 2009. 

While the total trade of wine in the Systembolaget went from 103 123 thousand liters in 1995 to 197 

342 thousand liters in 2009. (Folkhälsoinstitutet, 2010:28). During this time the permit system 

changed for roadside restaurants so the data is not be conpareable in a quantitative way, however  it 

clearly shows on an increase during this time.  

 

Complementary data from Folkhälsoinstitutet from 2005 shows a price increase in wine (also in beer 

and spirits, but at a lesser degree) in restaurants between 2003 and 2005. While in retail stores, prices 

decreased, or as in the case of wine increased only slightly compared to in the restaurants. 

(Folkhälsoinstitutet, 2010) 

 

3.6  Summary 
Barriers for purchase of organic food can be price, lack of knowledge availability and presentation. To 

pay the higher price the consumer needs to get value for money which could be benefits in health or 

the environment, and not just in economical terms. Consumers sometimes act out of convenience 

instead of considering the value gain. Triggers for buying ecological wine where found to be health 

aspects, quality and taste. The environmental issue in UK was of lower importance compared to the 

health benefits. There is a lack of knowledge towards ecological wine that could change by seminars 

with journalists, Systembolaget and wine interested consumers.  

4 Analysis 

Below follows the analysis of the empiric evidence gathered together with reflections of the theory.  
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4.1  Influencing factors for purchase of wine to 

the restaurants and Systembolaget. 

The main factors proven to influence the purchase of wine to the restaurants are Price, Lack of 

Knowledge,  Importers Influence, and Restaurant´s Profile & Consumers Choice.  

The main factors of  influence to the purchase of wine to Systembolaget are the Launching plan, 

Politics & Laws, Quality & Price and the Consumers role.  

Below follows an analysis on the different perspectices and their respective importance. 

 

4.1.1 The restaurants 

The following factors are found to influence the restaurants purchasing decision: Price, Lack of 

Knowledge, Importers Influence, and Restaurant´s Profile & Consumers Choice. 

 

Price 

Price is an important influencing factor to what the restaurant purchases according to Naglo and the 

quality needs to match the price - in the end the restaurant owner looks at the profit. As has been 

discussed by both Billing and Wittmark the ecological wines comes in a higher price range compared 

to their quality which is an obstacle for the ecological wines for gaining market share on the restaurant 

business.  

 

However I would argue that beeing expensive is not neccesarily an obstacle to Naglos clientel as they 

are not that price concious. What would be important is that the customers are getting value for their 

money. This is also something that is confirmed by the study on ecological consumption by Padel and 

Foster. If Naglo would be able to confer the benefits (both health and environmental) and value for 

money of an exclusive ecological wine profit should be possible to reach.  

 

Importers Influence  

An important influence when buying wine to the restaurant according to both Naglo and Wittmark is 

the importers relation to the restaurant. Naglo argues the importance of a good relationship and the 

importers knowledge about the menu. They need to be able to suggest wines that goes well together 

with the foods served and most of the time the restaurant trust the importer and buys the 

recommendations. Wittmark states the same thing. While both Systembolaget and the restaurants 

decides on their own I would argue that the restaurants in reality loose some of their options to choose 
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a large variety of wines since they aim to keep the number of suppliers down. Beeing a small 

restaurant you would not have time to keep track of all the trends by yourself and trust the importers 

advice. Also Naglo speaks about how they want to keep the number down. Svensson agrees on this 

point.  

Restaurant´s Profile & Consumers Choice  

Some restaurants have profiles which influences what wine is purchased. According to Mischa Billing 

when deciding clientele a restaurant already has decided on the price range of both wines and foods. 

Naglo agrees as he states that their restaurant appeal to high to middle income customers who are 

seeking the whole atmosphere and experience of their dining. Naglo has not experienced customers 

asking for ecological wine. This is sureley a contributing factor since if the clientele starts asking for 

ecological wine in a broad range I believe that the interest among the restaurant owners could increase. 

This would probably also increase the interest among the importers.  

 

4.1.2 Systembolaget 

The factors I found to influence Systembolagets decisions on the purchase of wine will be discussed 

below: Launching Plan, Politics & Laws, Quality & Price and Consumers role.  

 

Launching Plan 

According to Systembolaget the launching plan is the main strategic document with absolute 

importance for what wine is purchased. Based on analysis of trends on the market, factors such as 

consumers choice and sales trends forms the document. Magnus Eklöf confirms the importance of the 

Launching Plan and the influence of the Product managers with their analysis of the world market 

experienced through travels and contact with the wine producing countries. The document is handed to 

the suppliers and revised once a year. Björn Wittmark also agrees on the Launching plans influence in 

purchase of wine as he recognizes the offers published on Systembolagets homepage every mounth. 

 

What is not discussed much is the difficulty to get a quote accepted and in the long how difficult or 

easy it is to become a supplier of Systembolaget. 

 

Both Wittmark and Billing agrees on the fact that Systembolaget decide the products they want in their 

assortment. Wittmark by noticing the increase on the quotes on ecological wine and Billing by telling 

about the tailor made wines. 
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Politics & Laws 

Politics has an indirect influence on the assortment of beverages in the Swedish retail stores. As 

Johansson and Cisneros Örnberg shows Swedens entry into the EU started the import of Bag in Box 

wine (this type of packaging was not allowed before). Wittmark confirmes that more than 50 percent 

of wine sold at Systembolaget today is Bag in Box. He also argues that as Systembolaget saw an 

increase in the sales of this kind of packaging they now have more offers of ecological wines on Bag 

in Box. Another reason to believe that politics should affect the purchase in the long run is that in 2010 

the number of permits to serve alcoholic beverage has increased together with increased alcohol 

consumption.  

 

Laws can be said to indirectly influence what wine is bought in to Systembolaget as they are bound by 

law to invite all wholesale companies to make offers and as Systembolaget is not a profit maximizing 

organization. This should have an effect on how they run their business. However, this is something 

that could by studied further. It is however clear that Systembolaget can hold an assortment that does 

not sell in certain parts of the country as the chain bares this loss on other parts. Indirectly this is due 

to the swedish alcohol laws and restrictions. Also the political assignment that forces Systembolaget to 

have in their visions the health aspect that no harm shall come to any people due to alcohol contributes 

to the fact that they bring in smaller packages and products with lower alcohol contents.  

 

Quality & Price 

Interesting to notice is how Eklöf at Systembolaget does not mention quality as a concept. He prefers 

to talk about  price range or price category. Price category is important for what wine is purchased. 

The different price ranges in the launching plan could also be considered quality segments.  

 

Whether the quality of the Chilean ecological wines are good or bad is just a matter of opinion, as 

Wittmark states that Chile is not ideal for organical grown grapes to make wine, Svensson from 

Restaurangakademien seems to have the opposite opinion (Chile is ideal for ecological wine).  

 

It is easy to understand how certain weather critera is needed to grow high quality ecological grapes. 

Whether ecological wines are more expensive only due to the fact that they are ecological is also an 

interesting fact but easy to argue. Billing mentions certifying beeing expensive and contributing to the 

higher price. On the other hand one can argue that the price of a wine is also determined by demand 

and other factors and not only due to higher costs for the grower.  
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Consumers Role 

Consumers are important for what wine is purchased. If the consumers do not buy the wine it will be 

removed from the assortment.  

 

Naglo believes it is different buying wine in a retail store where the customer can pick among the 

bottles. Wittmark is certain that first a wine needs to show in the statistics and then the retail stores 

will purchase it in higher amounts. I argue it is not always the consumer influencing the demand, but 

also the supply influencing the consumer. There is no easy answer to this question although it is easy 

to relate to how the consumers demand need to exist for a product to stay in the assortment. 

 

4.2  Factors contributing to the difference of 

Chilean ecological wines sales at the 

restaurants and Systembolaget. 
Contributing factors to the difference of Chilean ecological wines sold at the restaurants and 

Systembolaget in Sweden has shown to be Systembolaget as One big Supermarket, Lack of 

Knowledge, Volume, Diverse Restaurant Business, Profile & Clientele, Marketing & Journalists, 

Quality & Price and Supply & Demand. Below follows an analysis on the different perspectives and 

their respective importance.  

 

Monopoly as one big supermarket 

Important to the difference is the way that Systembolaget acts as one big chain strong enough to take 

losses in one retail store for the profit in others as Eklöf confirms. The chain does not have a profit 

maximizing obligation. The vision with sustainable goals contributes together with the fact that it is 

carried out in the whole country at the same time. More over the launch for ecological products had a 

great influence over the sales results. Systembolaget continues to increase its ecological sales.  

 

Wittmark confirms the fact that Systembolaget pushes for ecological wines by encouraging their 

suppliers to deliver organic wines.  
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Lack of knowledge  

The lack of knowledge about the ecological wine market in the restaurant business is one contributing 

factor to the scarce number of ecological wines sold in the restaurants. For some restaurant owners it is 

difficult to find the time for both ordering with the right importer as well as getting to know the newer 

products. Naglo and Billing agrees on this point. On the other hand Billing also states how the younger 

generation does not find ecological wines an obstacle but rather a possibility.  

 

Volume 

Wittmark argues that volume is one of the biggest influencing factors to the ecological boom at 

Systembolaget. When ecological wines began to sell enough by Bag in Box to show in the statistcs 

Systembolaget launched their sustainable goals. This factor is confirmed by Billing who believes the 

push started late. Although I can agree on the opinion that volume seems to be of importance I believe 

the vision and strategic document together with beeing a state owned monopoly with restrictions in 

profit beeing the most important reason for the boom. As much as I would like to tribute this to the 

consumers their scarce interest on the restaurant market makes me believe that the reason is other 

when buying in stores and not buying in restaurants.  

 

Diverse Restaurant Business 

As both Billing and Naglo argues one reason to why the restaurant business do not sell as much 

Chilean ecological wine as Systembolaget is due to the diversity among the restaurants. A branch of 

many small entrepreneurs cannot follow trends and changes as well as a big chain like Systembolaget. 

Naglo also believes that many in the restaurant business might find the ecological wine industry 

complicated due to their lack of knowledge.  

 

Profile & clientele  

The difference in sale success of Chilean ecological wine sold at the restaurants compared to 

Systembolaget is also due to a restaurants profile. When the profile as in the case of Naglo is the 

ambiance together with attracting high to middle income clientele the importance of ecological wine 

or not is secondary. Billing confirms this fact and also states that more restaurants opening today have 

an ecological profile. 

 

Billing believes another reason to the scarce number of ecological sales in the restaurants is the 

customer wanting to escape from the bad conscience that the climate change brings today.  
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Interesting is that despite the fact that the consumers seem to look for ecological food and wine 

according to Padel and Foster and Boudrie Zetterberg and Roslund I have not found this behavior in 

my study of the restaurants.  

 

As Svensson argues it is possible that while dining out customers tend to care more to match the wine 

and food, not caring so much whether the beverage is organic or not. Once decided on restaurant it is 

most probably that you as a customer trust in what wine the restaurant offer together with the menu. 

This is something that is confirmed by Naglo as he believes around 75 percent of their clientele chose 

the wines recommended on their menu.  

 

Marketing & Journalists 

Ecological wines are not marketed much in Sweden, a factor that influences how the products are 

beeing recieved by the consumer. Wittmark believes less marketing has to do with less market shares 

for the ecological wines. Wittmark relays on the marketing when pushing for products in 

Systembolaget. Billing agrees on this fact but believes that references among friends is even more 

important. Eklöf is of the opinion that marketing is not so important as they tend to sell their wines 

anyway. Although he admitts to having customers not knowing about their ecological products.  

 

It is not so surprising since its hard to have an opinion that differs from their visions working at 

Systembolaget. Naglo is the only one mentioning soap operas impact of peoples knowedge of wines. 

What is not mentioned is how wine sales changed after 2003 marketing was released and wine 

consumption increased. Naglo seems more focused on the fact that the soap operas stood for a big 

importance to the increase of wine consumption today than on the fact that since these soap operas 

were broad casted changes have occured in both marketing laws and import restrictions (due to 

entering the EU).  

 

Interesting facts are how Wittmark, Billing and Svensson agrees on the importance of the journalists, 

and how the ecological wines have got better reviews today but still the only increase in sales is at 

Systembolaget. The evidence points to the restaurant recommendations being very important for the 

decision.   
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Quality & Price 

The price was said to be an obstacle when buying ecological food in the British study by Padel and 

Foster. They found that the consumer needed value for money  if wanting to buy ecological food. As 

for Systembolaget the lower price range is what brings the largest clientel. Something that is confirmed 

by sales as Chilean ecological wines do not sell in the same amount as the Argentinian who is in a 

lower price category at Systembolaget. A very interesting fact in surveys by Benavente, ProChile, 

Cerda and others is that the Chilean wines are popular due to the low price for their quality range but I 

have not found statistical or other evidence showing that this is true. The opinion is strengthened 

however by both Naglo and Wittmark. The quality is a difficult matter as Rytkönen state. It is not 

discussed whether the wines are of lower quality but very cheap, or of higher quality but slightly under 

priced. Eklöf states that the Chilean wines have focused on high premium wines as in a higher quality. 

Whether or not the price is important to the restaurants customer is not clear. Naglos customers are not 

sensitive to price as long as they receive value for money.  

 

This I found a bit surprising as I had expected the quality to have more importance. It is however in 

connection to price as quality is problematized. But as for the Chilean wines they are assumed to be of 

good quality for a low price.  

 

Supply & Demand 

Wittmark argues that a broad range of ecological wines would  increase the interest among consumers. 

Eklöf believes in building assortment. On the other hand Naglo believes that what the restaurants are 

offering to the customers is what matters for their choice. He seems to be certain that demand will 

increase if the restaurants starts offering a broader range of ecological wines.  

 

4.3  Discussion on the theory of Competitive 

Strategy 
Here I will discuss the identified actors in each section and what actions would be needed to find the 

ultimate profit potential in the ecological wine industry for the Chilean wines.  

 

Porters Theory is based on five forces to understand the competition on a market, which are Rivalry of 

existing Competitors, Threat of new entrants, Threat of Substitute products, Bargaining power of 

Suppliers and Bargaining power of Buyers. 
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Rivalry of existing Competitors could be argued in the case of Argentina, Spain and Italy as they are 

large on the ecological market and have good conditions for growing organic grapes according to 

Wittmark. 

 

As understood by Eklöf and Wittmark the threat is considered high due to the fact that several labels 

of  ecological wines on the market are less expensive. Whether there are wines in the same price range 

of less quality is not shown by the empiric evidence. By increasing the assortment on Systembolaget 

the competition could increase. This fact can be mitigated since industry growth is possible as the 

growth of ecological sales in Systembolaget increased by 17 percent only between 2009 and 2010. 

This can be considered high and would contribute to less rivarly. On the other hand according to the 

launching plan for  2011 the ecological wine industry is forecasted to decrease. The growth of 

ecological wine in the restaurants is not evident, but assumed less which leads to higher rivalry among 

the existing businessess. 

 

 Threat of new entrants could be considered high on behalf of Systembolagets policy on encouraging 

producers in changing to ecological goods. On the other hand the ecological market is forsaken to 

decrease in 2011 according to the launching plan which despite the launch for a broader assortment 

could mean less new entrants as the market might stand still. Identifying new entrants is not possible 

given the data in this paper. 

 

Threat of Substitute products A substitute for the Chilean ecological wines could be considered other 

ecological wines such as Argentinian ecologic wines. Depending on the importence of the ecological 

matter to the consumer conventional wine could be considered a threat as a substitute.  

 

Bargaining power of Suppliers is of a different nature. The suppliers in this case beeing the importers. 

They do not serve many industries and would be considered a low risk for that reason however they 

could serve many producers and other countries and could be of higher risk swithcing producer. Over 

1000 suppliers exist in Sweden where the ten biggest stands for 59,3 percent of the market shares. The 

restaurants are different from Systembolaget and it depends on the profile and sale whether they have 

many or few suppliers.  
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Bargaining power of Buyers The buyers beeing both Systembolaget, the restaurants and the customers. 

According to the way Systembolaget decides on what wine to buy they can pressure the rivals. Despite 

the fact that they invite all suppliers the biggest ten stands for X percent of the deliveries. The 

restaurants would not be seen as threats, nor the consumers as they do not buy the same volume.  

 

The Chilean ecological wine industry might need to position themselves against the competition from 

the Argentinian wines and according to  ProChile, Wittmark, Naglo, Billing and Svensson the Chilean 

wines are of good quality considering their relativeley low price. It is not surprising how both 

ProChile and Wittmark would argue for this matter as they have interests in the market. However we 

do find the same opinion among academics such as Benavente and Cerda. Cerda and Benavente 

believes the strategy of cheap but high quality products has gone too far giving the Chilean wines a 

bad reputation of scarce quality and stress the need for a new strategy to not loose the good reputation 

internationally.  

 

I believe it is time for the Chilean ecological wines to find a complementary niche. For example Chile 

have another advantage as their Carmenère is unique and branding for their wines. The importance of 

arguing the health benefits of the ecological wines is argued by  Boudrie Zetterberg and Roslund and 

the same considering organic food in the study by Padel and Foster. I am bound to agree that the 

Chilean ecological wine would gain by pushing the health benefits.  

 

The reason to why I believe it is necesseary for a new strategy and advantage is the difference in sales 

success between Argentinian and Chilean ecological wines. I am bound to believe that good quality at 

a low price is not a good enough advantage. The advantage could be increased by inviting journalists 

and wine interested people to seminars and we shall not underestimate the Vine clubs with the 

members strong interest for wines. The importers with their close connection to both restaurants and 

producers could work on increasing knowledge and the positive values associated with Chilean wines. 

It could also be done by wine tastings and dinners together with  travels and seminars to and about the 

wine countries. 

 

To do this it is important that the Chilean ecological wines have a strong advantage in themselves and 

do not loose market shares to the Argentinean ecological wines. In line with the above arguments the 

higher quality of the Chilean wines together with the health benefits of ecological growth needs to be 

emphasized.  
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4.4  Furhter investigation 
Further investigation is suggested on the following themes. 

Further investigation could be done on the structure and size of the producers growing ecological 

wines today. What would happen and what is needed to get the bigger actors interested to the 

ecological growing and how could the smaller growers get involved?  

 

The consumers role when dining out. Why is the demand  for organic foods and beverages so small in 

restaurants? What is the substitute for organic products? 

5 Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to find out what factors contribute to the difference in sales success between 

ecological wine sold in Systembolaget and ecological wine sold in the restaurants. Through a case 

study on the Chilean ecological wines on the Swedish market. The questions posed were:  

What influences the restaurants and Systembolaget in Sweden in their purchase of wines? 

What can explain the difference between the sale of Chilean ecological wine in the Swedish 

restaurants and in Systembolaget?  

Below follows the conclusions and the answers found. 

 

5.1  Influences to purchase 

What influences the restaurants and Systembolaget in Sweden in their purchase of wines? 

 

5.1.1 Restaurants 

For the restaurants the main influences when purchasing wines were found to be Price, Importers 

Influence, and Restaurant´s Profile & Consumers Choice. 

 

The Price of the wine proved to be of great importance as the restaurants are relying on their profit. 

The ecological product is sometimes acting negative for the restaurants as the price are slightly higher 

then for conventional wine. 
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Importers Influence was found to be of most important. The recommendation of wine and knowledge 

of the restaurants menu often creates long term relationships with the importer.  

 

Restaurant´s Profile & Consumer´s Choice also proved to be of importance as restaurants chose by 

clientele and profile in what range and category they find themselves. Wine that would not appeal to 

the clientel is not purchased. 

5.1.2 Systembolaget 

The empiric data gathered indicates several contributing factors influencing Systembolaget when 

purchasing wine. The main were found to be the Launching plan, Politics & Laws, Quality & Price 

and Consumers role.  

 

The launching plan acts as a stearing document where it is decided how much and what category of 

wine will be purchased. The document can be said to have the greatest importance on what is 

purchased and is built on market surveys and sales analysis. The document is handed to all suppliers 

and all launches with offers published on Systembolagets website monthly. 

 

Politics & Laws influences in an indirect way by the political assignment that guides Systembolagets 

policy and makes them act for a helathier relation to alcohol among the people. Due to this 2011 is 

more focused on smaller packages and beverages with a lower alcoholic percentage. When entering 

EU Systembolaget started to sell Bag in Box wine, earlier not allowed. 

 

Quality & Price influences what Systembolaget purchases due to how the launching plan contains 

price range categories for each product. This means that all is determined beforehand in each segment.  

 

Consumers role is influencing as Systembolaget analyzes the market and sales statistics when forming 

their strategy document. If a product does not sell it eventually falls out of the sortiment. It proved to 

be the most important influencing factor in the long run but not in the short on purchase per month.  

The second question is treated below: 
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5.2  Difference in sales 
The empiric data gathered has shown that the main reasons for the difference in sales success of 

Chilean ecological wine sold in the restaruants and Systembolaget are Systembolaget as One big 

Supermarket, Diverse Restaurant Business, Lack of Knowledge, Volume, Profile & Clientele, 

Marketing & Journalists, Quality & Price and Supply & Demand. 

 

Systembolaget as One Big Supermarket is one of the most important reasons to the difference in sales 

of Chilean ecological wines at Systembolaget compared to the restaurants. As a chain they can go 

through with changes over the country at the same time and afford taking losses in one retail store for 

the profit in another. The goal of increasing the organic assortment is showing progress.  

 

Diverse Restaurant Business is the other most important reason for the different in Chilean ecological 

wines sales success. Many small entrepreneurs means that changes takes time.  

 

Lack of knowledege of a fairly new product. For some restaurant owners it is difficult to find the time 

for both ordering with the right importer as well as getting to know the newer products. 

 

 Volume contributes to the sales at Systembolaget. When ecological wines began to sell by Bag in Box 

enough to show in the statistics Systembolaget launched their sustainable goals. 

 

Profile & Clientele explains why some restaurants are not interested in ecological wines as the focus is 

on ambiance or by country such as Italian restaurants or other. 

 

Marketing & Journalists proved of less importance although advertising is used. Systembolaget are not 

entitled to marketing but organic products sell anyway.     

 

Quality & Price can explain a few of the differences. The Argentinian wines sell better in 

Systembolaget due to the lower price category they are in. The Chilean wines are popular due to their 

price – quality relation, but this does not show in statistics. Depending on what restaurant the customer 

is more or less sensitive to the price. 
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With broader Supply & Demand and selection customers are more entitled to purchase. Demand 

increases when customers are given selections.   

 

5.3  Competitive strategy 
I will here discuss the identifyed actors in each section and what actions would need to be taken for 

finding ultimate profit potential in the ecologic wine industry for the Chilean wines.  

The different actors identified according to Porters Theory have proved to be the following. 

 

Rivalry of existing Competitors are argued to be Argentina, Spain and Italy 

 

Threat of Substitute products are considered Argentinian ecological wines and depending on the 

purpose of the consumer conventional wines can also be considered. 

 

Identifying the entrants has not been possible given the data in this paper. 

 

Bargaining power of Suppliers is of a different nature. The suppliers in this case beeing the importers 

 

Bargaining power of Buyers The buyers being both Systembolaget, the restaurants and the customers. 

 

A need for a new strategy which does not only focus on the good quality is needed for the Chilean 

ecological wines. Due to other labels such as Argentinean on the market at a lower price point taking 

market shares for the Chilean ecological wines. The strategy should emphasize the health perspective 

as well as the environmental gains.  
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